
Stop wasting time chasing container statuses and paying unnecessary 
demurrage charges. With the help of Kuebix’s International Container 
Management technology, shippers save time and money while 
protecting their assets through increased visibility to their ocean freight.

Features of Container Tracking

Booking Execution - With Kuebix’s container management technology, 
shippers can leverage connectivity with all major ocean carriers and 
receive real-time alerts when a container is in jeopardy of missing its 
cutoff date. This stops demurrage charges before they happen and 
ensures timely deliveries.

Return Container Tracking - Shippers can identify the overseas partners who are causing supply chain inefficiencies and wasting 
money with the help of Return Container Tracking. “Free-time” schedules are maintained within the technology and real-time 
alerts are sent when containers haven’t been returned. These capabilities ensure that containers are always returned on time.

En-Route Tracking - With the help of en-route tracking, shippers can track any container at any point in the supply chain. By 
logging into Kuebix, they can locate containers and get a history of events for that container. When a container has passed a 
certain milestone in the shipping process, the shipper receives an alert notifying them of that event.

Carrier Scorecards - Shippers can better monitor the service received from carriers with the help of carrier scorecards. Housed as 
customizable dashboards, these scorecards address data issues and ensure carriers are providing accurate, timely information 
on average time between events and transmission of statuses. Shippers can leverage these scorecards to hold carriers to the 
high standard needed for container shipments.

Cost Management - As charges accumulate, the Kuebix technology helps shippers better understand charges related to specific 
containers. Shippers save money by addressing issues in a timely manner and have access to historical data to identify trends. 
These features ensure that money isn’t being left on the table and strategic decisions can be made.

Key Benefits

• Receive real time alerts for any event type, providing the visibility needed to reduce costs and improve service levels
• Avoid fines and delays with timely ETAs from carriers
• Leverage customizable reports and dashboards to identify inefficiencies in the supply chain
• Monitor scorecards to hold carriers accountable
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